It is well known that one obtains an injective homomorphism from Boo (which can be thought of as the inductive limit of the finite braid groups) into itself by cabling, i.e. by replacing each string of a braid β G Boo by / parallel strings (see figures in §1). Composing this homomorphism with a given representation p of Boo yields a new representation of pW of Boo . Similarly as with higher tensor product representations, one can decompose the cabled representation of Boo If p{CBf) is finite dimensional, the subrepresentations are given in terms of minimal idempotents of p(CBf). More representations can be constructed by applying additional twists on the cabled braids. We will show that while the full representations may be different special subrepresentations are the same for all these twistings.
In the approach by Jones, link invariants were constructed by finding special traces on C2?oo ? the so-called Markov traces. On the other hand, each link invariant with values in a field k and a minor additional condition can be used to define a Markov trace on kBooMoreover, there is a well-known construction (known to operator algebraists as GNS construction) by which one obtains a representation of Boo from a Markov trace. We will apply this correspondence between link invariants, Markov traces and representations of braid groups to construct new link invariants from existing ones via cabling and decomposition of the corresponding braid representations. Essentially the same observation has been made by J. Murakami in his approach of computing cabled line invariants (see [M] ). In this section, 153 we will use his approach to prove the Markov property of the newly constructed traces. Applying this to the example of the [FYHLMO] 2-variable polynomial, we obtain for each Young diagram a 2-variable link invariant. If λ* is the Young diagram obtained from λ by interchanging rows with columns, the corresponding link invariant of λ* can be obtained from the one of λ by a simple substitution of variables. On the other hand we show that the representations belonging to Young diagrams [n], i.e. diagrams with n boxes in only one row, are not equivalent for different n. It follows from computations by Murakami, Morton-Short and Yamada that these new invariants can distinguish links which are not distinguished by the original one.
In the next section we present a different method of proof for the existence of cabled link invariants which has some similarities with WeyΓs Unitarian trick. As the link invariants are holomorphic functions, it suffices to check this for special values of the parameters. These parameters are chosen such that one obtains a unitary representation of the braid groups. In this case, results about the corresponding von Neumann algebras can be applied to show that we have a link invariant at these special values. The general statement then follows from the principle of isolated zeros. With this method one can also prove additional properties of these link invariants such as multiplicativity for products of knots.
The cabling approach can also be used to construct new explicit solutions of the quantum Yang-Baxter equations (QYBE) from existing ones. Solutions of these equations have been obtained by Drinfeld and Jimbo as commuting objects of the second tensor products of deformations of Lie algebras (so-called quantum groups) in their standard representations. The solutions coming from the /-cabling can be naturally understood as commuting objects of the quantum groups in the /th tensor product of their standard representations. Setting the 'spectral parameter' of the solutions of QYBE equal to 0, one obtains representations of the braid groups.
For Lie type A it has been shown by Jimbo that these representations map into quotients of the Hecke algebras of type A. This extends the classical Schur-Weyl duality to a duality between quantum groups of type A and Hecke algebras of type A. The connection between the QYBE and Jones' work on subfactors and link invariants was realized when the author noticed that Jimbo's representations for type A\ coincide with representations of Pimsner and Popa who also found an easy description of the Markov trace in terms of a product
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state. This can be easily generalized to type A^ . Jones subsequently succeeded in constructing the corresponding link invariants directly from quantum statistical models without using braids and traces. This was generalized by Turaev.
Applying the /-cabling approach to these braid representations, the newly constructed link invariants correspond naturally to irreducible representations appearing in the /th tensor power of the standard representation of quantum groups of type A. This can also be done in general for other Lie algebras (see [W-3] for types B, C and D) . Together with the results of [W-3] it follows that one has a one-variable link invariant for each irreducible finite dimensional representation of a classical complex Lie algebra (with some minor modifications for type D). These results have also been obtained independently and by different methods by Akutsu and Wadati [AW] and Jones [J-2] in special cases and by Rosso [Ro] and Reshetikhin [Re] in general. This paper is an expanded version of [W-4] .
1.
Representations of braid groups via cabling. Let 2?oo be the infinite braid group, given by generators σ\, σι, ... and relations (Bl) σχσ M σi = σ M σiσ M for / = 1, 2, ... and
The subgroup of Boo, which is generated by σ r , σ r+ \, ... , σ s -ι, σ s -\ is denoted by B rs and B\j will be abbreviated by Bf.
One of the usual models for B n is as follows (see [BZ] or [B] for details): Fix on each of 2 parallel lines in 3 space (an 'upper' and a 'lower' one) n points labelled by the numbers 1, 2, ... , α . We also require that this labelling respects the natural ordering of our index set. A braid is obtained by connecting each of the upper points with a point of the lower line by a (smooth or piece wise linear) curve going only downwards and by taking the isotopy class of this object (with fixed end points). Multiplication of 2 braids is defined by connecting the lower points of the first braid with the upper points of the second braid with matching labels. Similarly B^ can be realized by countably many points such that all but finitely many of them go straight downwards. It has been shown by E. Artin that σ, can be realized in this model by the object in Figure 1 .
We will call an element of a braid group in this model a braid projection. Let
Then the center of B r , s is generated by A^s = (σ r 0>+i The elements Δ ΓjJ and ύfi s are called the half twist and the full twist of B rs respectively. As before, we write Δy for Δ 1? y (see [B] for the geometric interpretation of these braids).
Let now the braid σ^ be given by the upper part of Figure 2 . It is easy to check by pictures that σ, ι-» σ\^ induces an injective homomorphism from B^ into itself (we only replace a single string by / strings). Similar homomorphisms are also obtained with additional and let σ z ' be compatible twists. More precisely, let β, y^f 
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If p is an arbitrary representation of B^ , such that p(β) and p(γ) commute, one obtains a new representation p(f>P>v) by
If β = γ = 1 9 we will just write pW for p(f>P>^. In the following let A: be a field and let p be a representation of 5^ . We will say that p is an AFD (= approximately finite dimensional) representation of BQO 9 if P(kB n ) is finite dimensional and semisimple for all n e N. As we will only be interested in the cases k = C or k a field of rational functions in one or several variables over C, semisimple here means that p(kB n ) is a direct sum of full matrix algebras.
We are now going to decompose these representations. Observe that conjugation by σ f interchanges σ, and σ J+ f for j = (/ -1)/+ 1, (/ -1)/ + 2,...,//-1. This is used to define inductively for any element β e Bf new elements βi e 5oo by (3) βι=β and If γ G B n f, it commutes with /?/ for i > n. It follows easily by induction on m (using (a)) that Hence Φβ is well defined. Obviously it is an automorphism whose restriction to B n f is inner for each n e N.
As the braid groups are torsion free, one can rescale a representation arbitrarily. More precisely this means if p is a representation of Boo and a e k\ {0}, then also the map σ, *-+ ap(σi) extends to a representation of Boo. Hence we will say that 2 representations p and p are (projectively) isomorphic denoted by p = p if there exists a nonzero a e k such that the map p(σϊ) »-• α/j(σ, ), / e N, can be extended to an isomorphism between ρ(kBoo) and p(kBoo).
In the following proposition, we are going to single out special subrepresentations of p(f>β>y) determined by minimal idempotents of p(kBf). It will be shown that these subrepresentations are independent of the choice of β and γ. This will enable us later to choose special β 's and γ 's for specific computations. PROPOSITION 
(d) follows immediately from the definitions.
REMARKS. 1. Observe that the direct sum of the subrepresentations p(f'Po) is only a subrepresentation of pW . 2. It is also possible to decompose the complement of the subrepresentations of pW mentioned in the first remark. We will briefly sketch these results in the following, where we assume the representations to be unitary. For the known examples, this is enough as by analyticity arguments the results can also be extended to nonunitary representations (see next section).
Let p n be an idempotent of the form p βi9 \p H12 , ... , Pμ n , n with p μ . G ρ{kBf) an idempotent of the partition of unity mentioned above and with p μ / E p(kB^i)f + χ ti f) the corresponding 'shifted' idempotent. By definition of these idempotents, conjugation by a braid via p(A just permutes the factors. Hence the centralizer Z of p n is a subgroup of B n containing the pure braids. Let P^ be the sum of all conjugates of p^n). Then P (w) is an idempotent invariant under pU\B n ) and by the imprimitivity theorem (see for instance [M] , Theorem (3.10)), restriction of pW by P^ is isomorphic to the induction Of p\P (Z) tO B n The importance of the braid groups for knot theory comes from the following fact: If the upper and the lower end of each string of the braid β e B n are combined in the fashion indicated in Figure 3 (for β = σ\ e B 2 ), one obtains the link (β, n) A (see [B] or [BZ] for details). We have to keep track of the number of strings because the closure of β e B n , considered as an element of B n +\ with respect to the usual embedding of B n c B n+ χ yields a different link (see also [B] or [J-l] ).
By a theorem of Alexander (see [B] ) every link can be obtained in this way. There is an algorithm found by A. A. Markov which determines when 2 braids have the same closure. It can be described in the following way: 2 braids {β\, n{) and (/?2 > ^2) have the same closure if one of them can be obtained from the other one after finitely many steps of the types
This can be used to find link invariants by special functional on braid groups. As usual, a trace on an algebra A is a functional from A into its ground field such that tr(ab) -tτ(ba) for all a, b e A. The annihilator ideal I c A is the ideal defined by / = {a e A, tτ(ab) = 0 for all b e A}.
If / = 0, the trace is said to be faithful (or nondegenerate).
If A is a direct sum of full matrix algebras over k, this is equivalent to the fact that the restriction of tr to each of the simple components of A is a nonzero multiple of the usual trace on matrix algebras, i.e. the sum of the diagonal elements. These multiples, which can be obtained by evaluating the trace at minimal idempotents of A, are referred to as weights of the trace. If all the weights are nonnegative, we say that the trace is positive. The following well-known observation follows from the fact that any minimal idempotent of a subalgebra B c A can be written as a sum of minimal idempotents of A : (5) If both A and B are direct sums of full matrix algebras and if B c A, the restriction of a positive, faithful trace on A to B is also positive and faithful.
By definition of /, there is a nondegenerate bilinear form on A/1 given by (a, b) = \τ{ab). Moreover, we have a representation p tτ of A on ^4// given by left multiplication, the kernel of which is /. This procedure is known as Gelfand-Naimark-Segal (GNS) construction (see also §3).
The main ingredient for getting a link invariant via the approach of Jones is a Markov trace (see [J-l]) i.e. a trace tr on kBoo such that for all n e N and β G B n we have (6) \r{σ n β) = \r{σ n )\r{β).
As conjugation by Δ π+i maps σ z to <7 n +i_/ for / = 1, 2, ... , n (see [B] or check it by pictures), (6) is equivalent to (7) tr(α^) = tr(σθtr(j9) for all β e 5 2>00 .
Note that after suitable rescaling (i.e replacing a by ασ/ for a suitably chosen αefc),we can always assume tr(σ/) = t^σ" 1 ) for all / e N. In this case we say that tr is a normalized Markov trace. If 2 Markov traces have the same normalization in this sense, we will say that they are the same up to a scalar multiple. We say that a link K is the distant union of 2 links K\ and K 2 if K\ and K 2 can be separated by a plane (after possibly rearranging them). As usual the unknot is defined to be the closure of the braid (id, 1) which can be thought of as the boundary of a suitably embedded disc in 3-space. We can now formulate the easy converse of Jones' result. PROPOSITION 
This shows the last claim.
This observation already appeared implicitly in [BW] , where it was used to construct representations of braid groups from Kauffman's link invariant. As a further application, it provides a tool for comparing link invariants by looking at the corresponding Markov traces and braid representations (see Theorem 8).
Let now tr be a Markov trace factoring over a representation p of i?oo -We will not distinguish in notation between tr and the trace it induces on p(kBoo). 
\β)).
It is easy to see this restriction is well defined independently of n.
To get a link invariant we only need to prove that tr^) induces a Markov trace on kBoc via p(f> p ). We will give 2 different proofs for that. The first one follows Murakami's proof in [M] . )) = Xτ{bp{σ\ f) )) = ir{b)tr{σ x γ.
As tr^) is just a multiple of tr, this shows that tr^'^ is a Markov trace. It follows from the definition and the multiplicativity of tr that it is also multiplicative. The third claim follows from Proposition 2, (c).
2 Higher link invariants from the [FYHLMO] polynomial. We will now show at the example of the [FYHLMO] 2-variable polynomial that the Markov traces constructed by the procedure above correspond to new representations of braid groups. The representations of braid groups into Hecke algebras as well as other representations (e.g. the ones in [BW] ) depend on one (or several) parameters. It is sometimes useful to consider those as representations over the field k(x) of rational functions over k where the parameter is replaced by the variable x. The following 2 lemmas relate the polynomial algebras over k(x) to the concrete algebras with the parameter being an element of k.
Let A be a finite dimensional k(x) algebra and let b\, b 2 , ... , b n be a linear basis of A. Let q e k be such that the defining relations for A also make sense if x is replaced by q, i.e. q is not a zero of the denominator of any rational function occurring in these relations. Then we can define the k algebra A(q) with the same basis b\, b 2 ... , b n and relations as above where the occurring rational functions are replaced by their values at q .
Observe that there is a ring homomorphism from A onto A(q) which maps the element a = Σ?=\ a ibi (q) . This evaluation homomorphism is well defined for all elements a for which the coefficients α, are well defined at x -q for / = 1, 2, ... , n .
If tr is a trace on A, we obtain a (possibly not everywhere defined) trace tr^ on A(q) by tr q (a(q)) = tr(a)(q). We will in the following always assume that tr^ is well defined on A(q).
If a e A, Tr(α) is defined to be the trace of the linear operator on A given by left multiplication by a. The discriminant D A (b\, bι, ... , b n ) is defined to be It is well known that the fact whether D A {b\, b 2 , ... , b n ) is zero or not does not depend on the choice of the basis (see [Bk] , §9, 5) and that this can be used as a criterion for the semisimplicity of A. Indeed if A is not semisimple, we can choose b\ to be in the radical of A. But then bib\ is nilpotent for / = 1, 2, ... , Λ and hence the first column of (Tr(bibj)) only consists of zeros. On the other hand, if A is a full matrix ring, the discriminant is not equal to 0 (see [Bk] , §9, 5). In our context, any semisimple algebra is just a direct sum of full matrix algebras. Hence the discriminant is nonzero also in this case.
LEMMA 5. (a) Let a\, a 2 Let now p be a representation of B^ over k(x) such that p(k(x)B n ) is finite dimensional for all n G N. If all matrix entries of p{ϋi), / = 1, 2, ... , n are well defined at x = q for all /IGN, we obtain representations of B n over k. We denote the resulting representation of B^ in the inductive limit by p q . We can apply the lemma above in this setting where we take as a basis a maximum number of linearly independent images of group elements. One has the following consequences for k = C.
LEMMA 6. Let p be an AFD representation of B^ over C(x) such that for each n e N the restriction of p q to B n is unitarizable for infinitely many values of q. (a) Then p^ is an AFD representation of B^ for any idempotent pep(C{x)B f ), /EN. (b) If tr is a trace on p(C(x)B n f) such that its specialization \x q on ρ g (CB n f) is faithful and positive for infinitely many values of q, then tr^ is faithful on p( f > p \C(x)B n ).
Proof, (a) Let «GN and let q G C such that ρ q can be made a unitary representation of B n f. We can choose p e p(CB n f) such that p(q) is a self adjoint projection. Then p^i P^\ β n is a finite dimensional unitary representation of B n . The corresponding algebra is a finite dimensional C* algebra, hence semisimple. So the claim follows from Lemma 5, (d).
(b) By part (b) of the previous lemma and (a) p < /' p \β n ) is well defined and semisimple for all but finitely many values of q. Hence it is so in particular for one of the values for which tr^ is positive and faithful. By (5), also the restriction of tr^ to p\f' p \B n ) is faithful. So the claim follows from Lemma 5, (e).
Again we remark that these results could also be extended to the more general situation in the second remark after Proposition 4.
Let Hoc be the infinite Hecke algebra of type A over C(x), the field of rational functions over C, given by generators g\, gι, ... and relations (HI) gigi+\gi = g M gigi+\ for /=1,2,..., (H2) gigj = gjgi, whenever | j -j\>2 9 (H3) gf = (x-l)gi + x for ι = l,2,.... If q is a complex number, we denote by H^q) the complex Hecke algebra generated by generators and relations as above where the variable x is replaced by q. Similarly, we denote by H n resp. H n (q) the algebras generated by #i, gι, ... , g n -\ It is well known that the dimension of H n (resp. H n (q)) is n\.
If q = 1, g\, g 2 , ... , gn-\ satisfy the relations of a set of simple reflections of S n . This can be used to find a natural basis for H n {q) in terms of reduced products of the g t % i.e. products for which the number of factors can no longer be reduced by applying (H3). With this basis the evaluation homomorphism from H n onto H n (q) is defined as above. It is known that except for q a primitive k th root of unity with k = 2, 3, ... , n and q = 0, H n (q) = CS n , the group algebra of the symmetric group (see for instance [W-l] , Theorem (2,2)). Similarly, H n = C(x)S n which could, for instance, be proved using Lemma 5.
So whenever H n (q) is semisimple, all its irreducible representations up to conjugacy are labelled by the elements of the set A n of all Young diagrams with n boxes. Recall that a Young diagram λe A n is given by an m-tuple [λ\, λ 2 , ... , λ m ] such that λ\ > λ 2 > > λ m > 0 and λ\ + λ 2 + + λ m = n . We will denote by π λ the irreducible representation of H n (q) belonging to λeA n as defined in [W-l] , §2.
Similarly, we have H n = C(x)S n .
One can define for each standard tableau t with n boxes a minimal idempotent p t G H n such that their sum adds up to 1 (see [W-l] 
, Cor. (2.3)). The idempotent Pt(q) £ H n (q) is a well-defined minimal idempotent whenever H n (q) is semisimple. See also [G] for a different set of minimal idempotents of H n (q).
Let p G H n be an idempotent such that p{\) is well defined. In particular, as H n (\) = CS n is semisimple and H n = C(x) ® C5«, it follows from Lemma 5 (10) />#"/> -C(x) (8)^(1)^(1)^(1).
So in many cases the structure of certain subalgebras of H n or H n (q) can be determined from information about H n (\) = CS n . We will use this observation in the following context: Let V be a vector space of dimension > 2/ and let V® 2 f be the 2/-fold tensor product. It is known that the permutation of factors in V® 2^ induces a faithful representation of CS 2 /. By Schur-Weyl duality, each minimal idempotent of CS 2 / corresponds to an irreducible representation of G1(F). If pχ{\) G Hf{\) = CSf is a minimal idempotent belonging to the Young diagram λ, we therefore obtain the decomposition of Pi(l)/?2(1) i n to a sum of minimal idempotents of CS 2 f from the corresponding decomposition of p λ ® p λ (G\{V)) into irreducible representations. This is well known by the Littlewood-Richardson rule. 9 we have (see [Me] It follows immediately from (HI) and (H2) that σ, »-• g z defines a homomorphism of 5^ into H^q) (or l? π into ^(<?) respectively). Hence the representations of the Hecke algebra mentioned before can be lifted to representations of the braid groups which will also be denoted by %χ and nf' 1^ respectively. Note that (H3) can be written as (gi -x)(gi+l) = 0. Hence the element
If χ = [f]
«-
can be interpreted as spectral projection (or eigen projection) belonging to the eigenvalue -1 of gi. It follows from work of Ocneanu (see [O] , [J-1] or [W-1] ) that (normalized) Markov traces factoring over representations of 2?oo into H^q) are uniquely determined by q and the additional parameter η = tr(βi). We will denote the Markov trace given by these parameters by tτ q9 η. Another way of stating this result is that there exists a trace tr = tr x^ on Hoo with values in the field C(x , v) of rational functions in 2 variables such that tτ(a)(q 9 η) = tr q9η (a(q)).
Let us define for k e Z \ {0} the rational function
-x k+ι
By [W-1] , Theorem 3.6, the representations π (/:/) are isomorphic to the representation coming from the GNS construction with respect to the Markov trace tv q^ with parameters q = e ±2πι / 1 and η = a__ k (q). Moreover, the trace is a positive trace on the image of π tΓ . Note that if / > n any Young diagram λ e A n is a (k, /) diagram. Hence tr is a positive and faithful trace on H n (q).
By Proposition 4 we obtain for a minimal idempotent p in nχ (H n {q) ) a representation pW of B^ . We intend to show that the representations ρ(f> p ), where p is the idempotent belonging to the diagram [/] are mutually nonisomorphic for all / £ N.
Let r λ be the rank of π^(e, ). Moreover, let d λ be the degree of π λ . Obviously, l λ -dχ-r λ is the rank of the eigenspace of π^(^ ) belonging to the eigenvalue x. Note that the representation π λ of H n , restricted to H n _\ decomposes into a direct sum of representations π λ > belonging to all those diagrams λ f which can be obtained by taking away a box from λ. We will write this as Proof. Let p be a minimal idempotent in π λ (Hf). Then we can construct a new representation of B^ by Proposition 3. By Lemma 2 this representation does not depend on the choice of p so that we can simply label it by p w . As mentioned above the Markov trace tr = tr g^ is faithful and positive on H n f(q) for q = e lπi l ι with / > 2nf and η = a n f(q) and the corresponding representation π tr yields a unitary representation of B n f. Hence also pW is an AFD representation and tr (Λ) is faithful on pW(C(x)B n ) by Lemma 6.
For (a) let gi(x" 1 ), / = 1,2, ... , n -1 be the standard generators of H n (x~ι).
It is easy to check that the map Φ: gi(x~~ι) *-+ -x~ιgi extends to an isomorphism between H n (x~x) and H n mapping ej(x~l) (the spectral projection of gi(x~ι) belonging to -1) to 1 -βt:. As noted before, any Markov trace on H n (x~ι) is uniquely determined by the value of v = tr(^i). It follows from this that tr r>1 , oφ is equal to the Markov trace \x χ -\ x _ v . The claim now follows as soon as it is shown that π λ {Φ (H n {x~λ)) = π λ * (H n ). This fact is well known for H n {\) = CS n . The general statement now follows from the evaluation homomorphism and (10) (with z λ *, the central idempotent belonging to π λ * for p).
(b) Let p = p\ be the minimal projection corresponding to the 1-dimensional representation of H n belonging to [/] . By Proposition 2 and the remarks before (7), the representations ρ(f>P) and p(f,pΛ f Λ f ) are equivalent up to scalar multiples. Moreover, observe that Hence the spectral values of p^{σ\) can be obtained from the ones of P\Pip{&2f) U P t0 a constant multiple. Let py +i 9 f_i], i = 0, 1,...,/ be the minimal idempotents of H 2 f occurring in the decomposition of p\P2 in (11). Recall that A^f is in the center of B 2 f.
Hence it follows from Lemma 7 that ^2/)^. H = ^'V-^W-'Vi.
H. As p(A 2f )
commutes with p\P2,we have p{*2f)Ptf +i .f-n = μPif+u-n with μ e
Observe that the function t »-> (/+ 1 + t)(f-t) is strictly decreasing for t > 0. Hence p(A 2 f) = ρ^(σ\) has exactly /-hi distinct spectral values and pW ψ pM for / φ h . The last statement follows immediately from Proposition 2, (d) REMARKS 1. Similar results have been independently obtained by J. Murakami. In his paper [M] , one can also find explicit computations of invariants for many links.
2. An analogous result can be obtained for the algebras in [BW] . More precisely, we can again define for each Young diagram a 2-variable link invariant corresponding to the diagram with one box is the Kauίfman polynomial. This algebra will be studied in detail in [W-3] .
3. If one sets η = a_k{q), the corresponding one variable invariants can also be obtained directly using the quantum group U q {slj c ) (see [Re] , [Ro] and §4). For special cases, this was also shown in [AW].
3. Unitarity properties. Our original proof of Proposition 4 used a variation of WeyPs 'unitarian trick'. We exploit the fact that the 2 variable polynomial is already determined if one knows its values for q = e 2πί l ι and η = a k {q) for k = 1, 2,...,/-1. For these values one can use positivity arguments to prove the existence and additional properties of these link invariants. We will need the GNS construction in its form for Hubert spaces. Any trace on a complex algebra A with an involution * (i. We will need the following assumptions: Let A = CSoo and let tr be a trace on A which defines a positive definite sesquilinear form on A. Then A can be completed to a Hubert space H. We also assume that π tr is a unitary representation of 2?oo on H. Let L(H) denote the set of all bounded linear operators on H and let for any algebra C of linear operators on H the set of commutants be denoted by C, i.e.
C = {de L{H), dc = cd for all c e C}.
As tr is a finite trace, M = πx^CBoo)" is a finite von Neumann algebra on H. With these notations the trace tr is called a factor trace if M is a factor, i.e. the only central elements in M are multiples of the identity. It follows from [W-l] If q = e ±2πi/ι an( j ^ _ a _ k (q), the representation π tΓ with respect to the Markov trace tr = tr^,, given by these parameters is unitary and n Xr {Boo) 11 is isomorphic to the hyperfinite IIi factor. It has been shown in [W-2] π/ / / with / > m. As #/(#) is semisimple, the minimal idempotent p t {q) is well defined for each standard tableau t with / boxes (see text above or [W-l] , Corollary 2.3). In particular, we can define for p = p t {q) e π Xτ (CBf) the projections p\, P2, P(n), etc. as before. If η = α_*(0) with fc > /, tr^^(^(^)) = 0 if and only if λ contains more than k rows. Let π tΓ be the representation coming from the GNS construction with respect to tr and let m e N such that β\ β 2 G B m . By the remarks above we obtain factors
As p is a minimal projection of 7Γ tr (i?/)", it follows from (18) and η = #_&(#) from this and the previous lemma.
Observe that both sides in (*) consist of rational functions. Hence it also holds for arbitrary q by the principle of isolated zeros. But then, we also have for a given q eC which is not a root of unity that the statement is true for infinitely many values η = a^q), kZ \ {0}. From this follows the claim for arbitrary η as before. and η = a_ k (q). It seems likely that it is isomorphic to the subfactor pπ tΓ (i?/+i )OO )" c pπ tΓ (i?oo)"/?, where p is a minimal idempotent of π λ (Hf(q) ). A proof of this seems complicated, however, as little is known about the algebras π tr (λ)(C2?/).
Quantum Yang-Baxter equations.
In his paper [Ji] (see also Drinfeld's paper [D] for another approach) M. Jimbo constructed for each classical Lie algebra in its standard representation on a vector space V explicit solutions of the quantum Yang-Baxter equations (QYBE). He thus obtained matrices R(x) on V ® V, depending on a parameter x and an additional parameter q with the following property: Let Rij(x) be the matrix acting on V ® V Θ V as i?(x) on the /th and 7*th copy of V and as the identity on the remaining one. Then we have Let moreover P z; be the permutation between the /th and the yth factor in ®°° V and let JRY. = PijRij. Then we obtain the following well-known transformation of the QYBE:
Similarly one shows that Hence we have
We will need the matrices in the second form. We will extend the string model of braids to R matrices. i?, will be represented by the same braid projection as the one for 07 . Moreover, we will write the variable x over the crossing. Then the monoid generated by the R matrices is a homomorphic image of the monoid generated by these symbols with concatenation as for braids as operation. The QYBE equation translates to the equivalence of the 2 pictures in Figure 5 .
This means we are allowed to move the middle string over the crossing of the 2 outer strings if the product of the variables of its crossings with the outer strings equals the variable of the fixed crossing.
We define the matrix R ( /\x) by the picture used for σ\ f) where all the crossings have symbol x. An algebraic expression for this would be
As for braids, we can avoid an algebraic proof to show that the newly defined matrices satisfy the QYBE namely that Indeed, to show that the 2 pictures in Figure 6 are equivalent (for the case / = 2) we only have to move the / strings in the middle to the right. As these / strings are parallel, it is easy to see that this can be done by only moving them over xy crossings i.e. by only using moves as described in Figure 5 . We obtain PROPOSITION 11. Let V be a k dimensional vector space and let R e G1(F <g> V) be a solution of the QYBE. Then the matrix RW e ® V*f) as defined in (21) is a solution of the QYBE.
It is to be expected that these solutions can be decomposed as it is the case with braids. It is not clear, however, how one can obtain FIGURE 6 from this abstractly defined decomposition explicit R matrices by that method. General methods for finding solutions of the QYBE can be found in [D] and [Ji] .
It has already been observed by M. Jimbo that his solutions for type A at x = 0 yield representations of the braid groups into the Hecke algebras of type A . The same representations were already obtained earlier by Temperley and Lieb for type A\. They were later rediscovered by Pimsner and Popa [PP] . Knowing these representations, it is possible to generalize them to general A n which was also observed by Pimsner and Popa.
If {fij , 1 < /, j < k} is a set of matrix units, we can describe these braid representations by the matrix Let C n be the algebra generated by R\, R2, ... , R n -\ We can now characterize these representations of braid groups into C n (see also (H n (q) ). In the special case SU(2) these link invariants were also obtained independently by Jones who proceeded directly from Jimbo's explicit solutions of the QYBE for higher representations of SU(2). Additional information of braid representations coming from solutions of QYBE is used in [J-2] to construct state models for link invariants. Similar models have been defined subsequently by Turaev in [T] using solutions of the QYBE for other Lie types. The corresponding algebras will be studied in detail in [W-3] 
